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Can you Figure out the Bradley-ism?
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Across

6. Ms. Bradley tells us not to do this with 

our words when we sing (HINT: MOOOOOO!!).

8. has the same abbreviation as an 

unfortunate bowel condition.

10. __________-la! (HINT: what Ms. 

Bradley says when someone makes a mistake).

11. goose on a lake

14. Ms. Bradley says we resemble this 

dessert when we look boring and don't smile 

enough.

18. we are not just another ____________ 

choir. (Ms. Bradley says this when she talks 

about waking up in the morning and not wanting 

to be mediocre).

19. Ms. Bradley's special name for the 

wandering flamingo.

20. Darryl in the ______________!

21. Ms. Bradley's made up word for more 

lips.

23. both a word Ms. Bradley sings to get our 

attention and what she calls the bathroom.

24. Ms. Bradley's nickname for Dr. Edwards.

25. what Ms. Bradley makes the sopranos do 

when their sound lack support (HINT: involves 

furniture).

Down

1. the other thing Ms. BRadley tells the 

sopranos to do when their sound lacks support 

(HINT: involves physical pain).

2. pachoonga and ________________! 

(Does anyone actually know the difference?)

3. when the sopranos' singing sounds 

pushed, Ms. Bradley says we sound like... 

(HINT: involves an animal).

4. what Ms. Bradley says when we sing too 

loudly.

5. ______________ as! (HINT: Ms. 

Bradley's way of saying "great, thanks for 

your help"!)

7. what Ms. Bradley says when too many 

choristers go to the bathroom (HINT: also a 

place in London).

9. oh my ________________! (the polite 

way to say this phrase).

12. a kind of fence post that reminds Ms. 

Bradley of when we don't sing a line (HINT: in 

the title of one of our rehearsal spaces).

13. the onomatopoeic word Ms. Bradley uses 

when a chord is to be played

15. Ms. Bradley says we're giving her this 

kind of illness when we sing "on-off".

16. Ms. Bradley's inaccurate way of saying 

"pet peeve"

17. what Ms. Bradley says when you're late 

on tour.

22. the animal Ms. Bradley compares our 

short attention spans to.


